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University of Central Florida
It is my belief that every medical student comes to medical
school with a dream for the future. At UCF, we help each
student build that dream from day one. We seek students with a
pioneering spirit—a real sense of curiosity and inquiry—who wish
to make a difference in the lives of others. The power to make
a difference and effect change lies in those who have passion,
compassion, and ambition. These are individuals who are driven to
be part of something greater than themselves.
This spirit describes our faculty and our culture at UCF. With the
teaching experience of our faculty, the wisdom of our community
leaders, and our students’ inquisitive minds, we offer an innovative
program that promises to be a model for medical education in
the 21st century. We invite you to explore and see why the UCF
College of Medicine is like no other—the place to build your dream.

Deborah C. German, M.D.
Vice President for Health Affairs
Dean, UCF College of Medicine

?

What makes us different
Our College of Medicine takes an entirely new approach to learning by encouraging you to pursue
your passions in medical school, rather than waiting until you graduate. By working closely with faculty
members, community partners, patients, physicians and scientists in an atmosphere of innovation and
inquisitiveness, you will have opportunities most medical students wait years to experience.
You’ll create new scientific knowledge through our two-year Focused Inquiry and Research Experience (FIRE). You’ll learn
how your cultural beliefs and your patients’ impact care. You’ll bring together basic and clinical science from the first days of
medical school. This integrated curriculum is designed to teach today’s learners in an engaging, meaningful way that prepares
you for a career of life-long learning. And this integrated approach has proven results. While the UCF College of Medicine is
young, our first classes have outscored most other medical students on the USMLE Step 1 and 2 exams, and our graduates
have matched into top, competitive programs across the community, state and nation.
Our curriculum and our teaching methods are fresh. We know how you learn is just as important as what you learn. We
breathe curiosity into our approach. Classes include live patient interaction early on and often, clinical cases throughout,
organ-based instructional modules, interactive lectures and labs, small groups and individualized research and study.

Your College of Medicine
• The College of Medicine was granted full accreditation in February
2013 by the Liaison Committee on Medical Education, which accredit
all medical schools in the United States and Canada.

College of Medicine Research Funding

• 99% match rate for M.D. program graduates; selected areas of
specialty for include primary care, emergency medicine, diagnostic
radiology, pediatrics, obstetrics-gynecology, surgery and psychiatry.

FY 2017

• The college’s Burnett School of Biomedical Sciences conducts
cutting-edge medical research focusing on global health concerns —
cancer, cardiovascular, neurodegenerative, and infectious diseases.

UCF Endowment Assets

Medical City World-Class Partners

Degree Programs Enrollment (Fall 2017)

The Life Sciences cluster includes:

Biomedical Sciences (B.S./M.S.)
Biomedical Sciences (Ph.D.)
Biotechnology (B.S./M.S.)
Medical Laboratory Sciences (B.S.)
Medicine (M.D.)

• UCF Health Sciences Campus at Lake Nona — home to the College of
Medicine and Burnett Biomedical Sciences buildings
• Nemours Children’s Hospital
• Orlando VA Medical Center
• University of Florida research facility
• Veterans Hospital Administration SimLEARN National Simulation
Center
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College Facts
As of June 30, 2017

$ 11.01 million

$155.9 million

2,849/48
56
153/44
119
485

UCF Enrollment (Fall 2017)
TOTAL:
Undergraduate:
Graduate:
Medical Professional:

66,183
56,972
8,726
485

A Place Where Diversity Shines
Diversity and inclusion are cornerstone values at the UCF
College of Medicine. We work together with our communities
to promote collaboration, cross-cultural understanding
and address healthcare disparities. As our nation becomes
more diverse at all levels – national, state and local – we are
committed to training new types of physicians and scientists,
who better understand, connect and represent the communities
they serve.
To do that, our program includes service learning, the use of
diverse standardized patients in Clinical Skills training, and the
longitudinal curricular theme (LCT) of “Culture, Health and
Society” that is interwoven throughout the four-year curriculum.
LCTs are relevant, interdisciplinary topics that are designed to
encompass the skills and attributes that will make the College
of Medicine student an excellent physician. The “Culture, Health
and Society” LCT is based on the idea that to deliver high-

quality healthcare, a physician needs a deeper understanding
of the sociocultural background of patients, their families, and
the environments in which they live. They must also develop a
keener understanding of their own backgrounds and beliefs to
serve others.
The college’s Council for Diversity and Inclusion (CDI)
provides ongoing programs and support to encourage greater
communication and engagement in an ever changing world. CDI
Lunch & Learn events have been very popular, with discussions
on topics such as gender identity, inclusive mentoring and
generational differences. The college also has a Diversity
Champion program for students, faculty and staff who have
shown a structured commitment to inclusion.

Your Partners in Learning

Student Wellness

The College of Medicine’s Office of Student Academic Support
Services (SASS) offers a variety of resources to help students learn
as efficiently and effectively as possible as they adapt their study
skills, test taking strategies and lifestyle habits to the demands of
medical school.

Good sleeping habits are just as important as diet and exercise in
ensuring good health, but sometimes getting enough sleep can be
a challenge for medical students. Studies have shown a short 1520 minute nap is an easy and effective way to boost alertness and
productivity as well as improve mood, creativity and learning.

The pace of the medical school curriculum can be challenging for
many, therefore SASS provides support, assistance and resources
to deal with those challenges. The team helps students create
individual study and personal life schedules. They also create a
personalized process for preparing students for the USMLE Step 1
and Step 2 licensure exams. In addition, they provide assistance in
managing test anxiety and learning differences. Furthermore, the
SASS office coordinates a peer coaching program which is available
to all students who request this resource, and sponsors health and
wellness initiatives.

To help medical students get a re-energizing break, medical school’s
Harriet F. Ginsburg Health Sciences Library has two energy pods that
provide a comfortable spot to take a quick power nap.
Each pod features an ergonomically contoured reclining chair and a
privacy visor that blocks out light. Built-in speakers or headphones
play music to help the student relax and soothe out distractions. At
the end of the pre-timed nap, the pod gently awakens the user with
a sequence of programmed lights and soft vibrations.
Students say the pods are convenient way to rejuvenate and help
reduce stress.
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Faculty & Students
We’ll get to know one another

With our interactive classes you will work closely with our faculty.
Our team is comprised of visionaries and motivated mentors from all aspects of medicine who have come here from across the nation. We
will share the wealth of our experiences and accomplishments with you. We are eager to get to know you and to guide you in reaching your
goals.

Student Body Information
CLASS OF 2021 DEMOGRAPHICS
4,823
440

Interviewed

120

Accepted

87

Florida Residents

33

Non-Florida Residents

3.77

Science GPA

3.79

Total GPA (Rng 3.06–4.0)

32.5/511.5
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Verified Applicants

MCAT (Rng 27-38/502-525)

59

Female

61

Male

M.D. PROGRAM CLASS OF 2021 CULTURAL DIVERSITY
20

Central/South America/Caribbean: Cuba(5),
Mexico(4), Puerto Rico(2), Brazil(1), Colombia (1),
Dominican(1), El Salvador(1), Guyana(1), Honduras(1),
Peru(1), Trinidad(1), Venezuela(1)

19

Far East Asia/Pacific Island: China(10), Vietnam(3),
Japan(2), Korea(2), Myanmar(1), Taiwan(1)

14

Asian: India(10), Pakistan(3), Russia(1), Ukraine(1)

8

Middle East/Africa: Egypt(3), Iran(3), South Africa(1),
Syria(1)

7

Europe/Eastern Europe: Germany(2), Grenada(1),
Greece(1), Romania(1), Spain(1), U.K.(1)

4

Black

1

American Indian

Asthma Awareness Inspires Relief

Some were plagued by chronic coughs. Others by allergy symptoms that never went away. A few couldn’t take a deep
breath. And recently, the sufferers visited UCF medical students and community providers at Lake Nona’s Farmers
Market for an asthma screening to help them find solutions.

Exceptional Student Development

Let Food Be Thy Medicine

Igniting A Passion For Discovery

When most of us think about healthy eating, we focus on
cutting out the foods we enjoy. Dr. Jacquelyn Nyenhuis, the
new assistant professor of internal medicine specializing in
culinary nutrition at the College of Medicine, wants to change
that.

All UCF medical students complete a two-year research
project as part of the Focused Inquiry and Research
Experience (FIRE) module, an opportunity to encourage a
“spirit of inquiry” in young physicians.

Dr. Nyenhuis’ focus is culinary medicine – an evidence-based
specialty that blends the art of food and cooking with the
science of medicine. She recently helped teach a fourth-year
culinary medicine elective that showed future physicians
practical skills to cook healthy, tasty meals
“Culinary medicine is all about engaging the patient to think
differently about their food and the taste of food,” she said.

Recent presented research included: Can a drone act as a
“first responder” to a patient suffering from a sudden cardiac
arrest? Is Botox the answer to a rare disease that affects
blood flow to the hands and feet? Other students presented
on topics including pathological findings of bone lesions in
a pre-Columbian Peruvian mummy and an exploration of
patient and family expectations during visits to pediatric
orthopedic facilities.
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Matching Into Their Dreams
2018 UCF graduates are doing their residencies at top hospitals
across the nation, state and community, including Georgetown,
Harvard, Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital in St. Petersburg,
Mayo Clinic, Orlando Health, University of Florida, Vanderbilt
and Yale.
Even Ion, the College of Medicine’s certified therapy dog,
received his next assignment on Match Day. Ion’s owner, Christa
Zino, matched into a surgical residency at Grand Strand Medical
Center in Myrtle Beach, S.C. Her residency program director said
Ion, a rescued boxer, can join residents on surgical rounds to
provide comfort to patients. “I’m so excited,” Zino said. “I love
surgery because I can fix things with my hands. I can be that
person. Now I just need to find a full-time dog-walker.”
Best friends Stephen Rineer and Richard Taylor both matched
into pediatric residencies at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital. They
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met during their first year of med school. They studied together,
prepared for their board exams together. Their wives are now
best friends too. “We were competitive but in a good way,”
Rineer said. Added Taylor: “I’m ecstatic. It means so much to
be able to match with my best friend, because we get to move
there and already have a family of friends.”
Kyle Cox spent his undergraduate years competing on UCF’s
soccer team while he was studying biomedical sciences for
pre-med. In May, he’ll graduate and move with his wife to
Montgomery, AL for a residency in orthopedic surgery at
University of South Alabama Hospitals. “I’ve spent so many
years in athletics, I think like an athlete and I think that will help
me relate to my patients,” he said. “Orthopedic surgery will
allow me to help athletes get back on the field and help patients
gain mobility so they can get back to what they enjoy.”

2018 RESIDENCY MATCH RESULTS
Residency Match Specialties
ANESTHESIOLOGY (4)		

INTERNAL MED (15)		

ORTHO SURG (6)		

RADIOLOGY (8)

CHILD NEUROLOGY (2)		

MED-PRELIM (2)		

OTOLARYNGOLOGY (3)

SURG-PRELIM (4)

DERMATOLOGY (7)			

NEURO SURG (2)		

PATHOLOGY (2)		

UROLOGY (3)

EMERGENCY MED (14)		

NEUROLOGY (3)		

PEDIATRICS (17)		

VASCULAR- SURG ( 2)

FAMILY MED (3)			

OB-GYN (5)		

PSYCHIATRY (5)		

GENERAL SURGERY (4)		

OPHTHALMOLOGY (2)

RAD-ONC (1)		

Residency Match Programs
Alabama: U Alabama-Birm (1); U South Alabama (1)
California: Alameda Hlth (1); Harbor-UCLA Med Center (2); Scripps (1); UC-Davis (1); UC-Irvine (3); UC-Riverside (2)
Colorado: University of Colorado SOM–Denver (1)
Connecticut: Yale-New Haven (1)
D.C.: Children’s National (1); Howard (1); MedStar Georgetown (2)
Florida: Bayfront Med (2); Brandon Regional (1); FAU-Schmidt (1); Johns Hopkins- St. Pete (2); Mayo(1); Memorial Hlthcare (1);
Northside Hosp (1); Orlando Hlth (3); St. Vincent’s (1); UF-Jacksonville (3); UF-Shands (4); UM SOM (1); USF Morsani (3); UCF COM (5)
Georgia: Emory SOM (1); Medical College of GA (2)
Illinois: Northwestern McGaw (1); Rush (1); University of Illinois COM (2); U Chicago (1);
Kansas: U Kansas SOM (2)
Kentucky: U Louisville (1)
Louisiana: LSU- New Orleans (3)
Massachusetts: BU Med Ctr (1); Mass General (2); U Mass Med (1)
Michigan: Detroit Med (1); Henry Ford(1)
Minnesota: Mayo Clinic School of Grad Med Education (3)
Missouri: Children’s Mercy (1); St. Louis SOM (2)
Mississippi: University Hosp-Jackson (1)
North Carolina: Mountain AHEC (1); UNC Hosp (3); Wake Forest Baptist (2)
New York: Hofstra Northwell SOM (2); Icahn SOM Mount Sinai (1); Icahn SOM St Luke’s-Roosevelt (1); NY-Presbyterian/Queens (1);
NYP Hosp-Columbia (1) Stony Brook Teach Hosp (1)
Ohio: Case Western (1); Cincinnati Children’s Hosp (2); Cleveland Clinic (1); Wright State (1)
Oregon: Oregon Health & Science (1)
Pennsylvania: Allegheny Gen Hosp (2); Geisinger Hlth (1); Jefferson Med/duPont Children’s (1); Lehigh Valley Hosp (1)
South Carolina: Grand Strand Reg Hosp (1); Medical U of SC (1); Palmetto Hlth Richland (1)
Tennessee: Vanderbilt (2)
Texas: Baylor COM—Houston (2); San Antonio Military Med Ctr (2); U Texas HSC- San Antonio (1); U Texas- Southwestern (2)
Utah: U Utah (1)
Washington: Madigan Army Med (1)
Wisconsin: Med College Wisconsin (2)
West Virginia: West Virginia University SOM (1)
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ORLANDO
The city beautiful.

The UCF College of Medicine is located in Orlando, one of
the world’s premier visitor destinations with theme parks,
professional sports teams, recreation beaches and the arts.
Millions of people from across the globe come each year to
our community to visit Walt Disney World, Universal Orlando,
SeaWorld and Kennedy Space Center. Our city is also centrally
located between both Florida Coasts, so a short drive lets you
enjoy the sunset on the Gulf of Mexico or a drive along Daytona

Beach. Year-round beautiful weather means plenty of time for
golf, nature trails, boating and fishing.
We have a new pro soccer team, a refurbished NASCAR
raceway and a new performing arts center in downtown Orlando
that are drawing rave reviews. And we’re easy to access. The
medical school is just minutes from Orlando International
Airport.

PROFESSIONAL SPORTS TEAMS

DR. PHILLIPS CENTER

L A K E E O L A - D OW N TOW N

LAKE NONA HOUSING

UCF COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

LAKE NONA
The city beautiful’s Medical City.

The UCF College of Medicine is located in an emerging Medical
City just minutes from Orlando International Airport. Our M.D.
students are part of a growing biosciences cluster that includes
medical education, research and patient care.
Our neighbors include UCF’s own Burnett School of Biomedical
Sciences, Nemours Children’s Hospital and the new Orlando
VA Medical Center and the new VHA SimLEARN National

Simulation Center.
Lake Nona is also growing in housing, retail, entertainment and
sports. New restaurants and apartment complexes are going up.
A movie theater is on the way. Lake Nona is also home to the
USTA’s new “Home for American Tennis.”

L A K E N O N A TOW N C E N T E R
PHOTO: TAVISTOCK/LAKE NONA

Community Partnerships
Our Partners

UCF medical students train in multiple locations across Orlando and Florida, giving them diverse
experiences with patient populations, healthcare policies, electronic health records and cultures.
In fact, students train in facilities from St. Augustine to St. Petersburg.
Thanks to our partnership with the VA, every UCF medical student spends time in their training caring for the nation’s heroes. Hospital
Corporation of America’s Osceola Regional Medical Center gives students experience with one of the state’s fastest growing and most
diverse populations. The Orlando VA Medical Center and Nemours Children’s Hospital are our neighbors in Medical City and provide
opportunities for training and research.

O U R C O M M U N I T Y PA R T N E R S

PHOTO: TAVISTOCK/LAKE NONA
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UCF HEALTH SCIENCES
CAMPUS AT LAKE NONA
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A Helping Hand

The College of Medicine gives back to the Community.
Service learning is a big part of the UCF medical school curriculum as students care for and support people across our communities.
Each year students and faculty show their passion for health and community service by proving health screenings at the annual Zora
Neale Hurston Festival. The event honors Hurston, an author, anthropologist and activist and her hometown of Eatonville FL, the oldest
incorporated African-American municipality in the United States. Many Eatonville residents are underserved and the medical school does
health screenings including vision, blood sugar, blood pressure, height, weight and BMI.

Protecting Lupus Patients From Sun Exposure
Sun exposure can cause serious health complications for
lupus patients, so M.D. students joined a Central Florida lupus
walk to help spread awareness and education about the
problem.
Students doled out sunscreen, informational pamphlets and
UV-sensing keychains made by Dr. Dinah Warner, the mother
of UCF third-year medical student Lindsey Warner. Dr.
Warner, a local dermatologist, lives with lupus.
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Students in the Dermatology Interest Group worked with Dr.
Shazia Bég, a physician faculty member and rheumatologist
who cares for patients at UCF Health.
“As a future physician, it is really important to get out into
the community and help educate people on how to be
healthy because these are our future patients,” said Christina
Dai, a third-year med student. “Doing community outreach
offers us the chance to interact and connect with people who
are actually affected by the illnesses and diseases that we
learn about and puts a face to the name.”

Interprofessional Care Serves Local Farmworkers
Students and faculty from UCF’s medical, nursing,
physical therapy and social work schools and the
University of Florida’s pharmacy school work together
to provide free healthcare to uninsured farmworkers in
Apopka, the indoor foliage capital of the world.
In total, the providers have cared for 572 patients with
over 1,000 patient encounters at the quarterly clinics.
Patients range in age from newborns to seniors.
Services include internal medicine, pediatrics, OB-GYN,
dermatology and ophthalmology. A total of 417 students
participated in 2018 clinics.
Healthcare needs are great in Apopka, where farms and
greenhouses rely heavily on migrant farmworkers. The
average worker earns between $5,000 and $10,000

annually with undocumented workers’ wages halved to
about $2,000 to $5,000 a year. About 11,500 people
living in Apopka are uninsured and are not served by
health centers.
Dr. Judy Simms-Cendan, director of international
experiences and an OB-GYN by training, helps organize
the farmworker clinics. She explains the challenges
farmworkers and their families face in getting care –
including lack of transportation, language difficulties,
long work hours and the inability to afford prescription
drugs.
“Our goal is to provide interdisciplinary care to these
underserved patients where they work and where they
live,” she said.

Comprehensive Curriculum
The M.D. program curriculum at UCF fully integrates basic
and clinical sciences across all four years. The first two years
of the curriculum are structured into modules, with the
first year focusing on a fundamental understanding of how
the various basic science disciplines relate to the normal
human body. The second year takes an organ system-based
approach and applies the basic knowledge of the first year
to the study of clinical disease, pathological process and
treatment.
Clinical experiences occur throughout the first two years
in the Community of Practice aspect of the Practice of
Medicine modules. These experiences consist of students
training with community preceptors in a variety of settings
including primary care, acute care and chronic care facilities.

An exciting component of the curriculum at UCF is best
described by the dean as “fostering our spirit of inquiry!”
This Focused Inquiry and Research Experience (FIRE)
module continues throughout the first two years.
The third and fourth years of the curriculum are devoted
to clinical experience through clerkships, selectives and
electives. Fundamental knowledge from the first two years
is reinforced through lectures, simulations, journal clubs, and
conferences.
Overall, the four-year curriculum at UCF is designed to give
students an appreciation of cultural diversity and the need
for sensitivity in treating patients, foster professionalism in
all interactions, and ignite a passion for life-long learning.

Year One

Year Two

•

Cellular Function and Medical Genetics

•

Cardiovascular and Pulmonary Systems

•

Structure and Function

•

Endocrine and Reproductive Systems

•

Health and Disease

•

Gastrointestinal and Renal Systems

•

Psychosocial Issues in Healthcare

•

Skin and Musculoskeletal Systems

•

Hematology and Oncology

•

Brain and Behavior

•

Practice of Medicine I (throughout Year 1)

•

Practice of Medicine II (throughout year 2)

•

Focused Inquiry and Research Experience I
(throughout Year 1)

•

Focused Inquiry and Research Experience II (throughout
year 2)

Year Three

Year Four

Following an orientation to the third year, students rotate
through a set of required Core Clerkships in Internal and Family
Medicine, Neurology, Obstetrics and Gynecology, Pediatrics,
Psychiatry and Surgery. As part of the 12-week Surgery rotation,
students have the opportunity to choose from a variety of
surgical and other selective experiences in addition to six weeks
of General Surgery. The third year culminates with a one-week
capstone experience.

The fourth year is divided into eleven 4-week blocks: a required
Acting Internship, a required Emergency Medicine or Critical
Care selective, and six 4-week electives, four of which can be
taken at other institutions. The remaining 4-week blocks can
be used for additional electives, research, independent study,
or residency interviews. Students finish the fourth year with a
1-week capstone experience to prepare for residency training;
this includes a “hands-on” Boot Camp experience in their
selected specialty.

Joint M.D. Degree Programs
UCF’s College of Medicine offers a variety of joint degree
programs for students interested in an expanded training
experience. In addition to medicine, the joint programs offer
experiences in biomedical research as well as business and
hospitality.
The M.D./Ph.D. degree trains students wishing to become
“physician-scientists.” It begins with the current first two years
of the M.D. curriculum, followed by three to four years of
intensive research training under the medical school’s Burnett
School of Biomedical Science’s Ph.D. program, including writing
and defending a dissertation. Then the student begins two
years of clerkship rotations at hospitals and clinics.
M.D./Ph.D. candidates will take courses in research and do
Burnett School lab rotations in place of the M.D. program’s twoyear Focused Inquiry and Research Experience (FIRE). UCF’s
candidates earn doctorates in biomedical sciences through
the M.D./Ph.D. track in the existing Interdisciplinary Biomedical
Sciences Ph.D. Program.

The medical school also offers an M.D./Master of Science in
Hospitality program built on the strength of UCF’s Rosen
College of Hospitality Management to provide students with the
customer-service skills to bring hospitality to today’s medical
industry.
The college’s M.D./M.B.A. program equips participants with the
analytical tools, problem-solving and decision-making skills to
succeed in today’s competitive, ever-changing medical field.
The UCF College of Medicine and College of Engineering offer
a combined M.D./Master of Science in Biomedical Engineering
(MD/MSBME) to students with engineering background and
interest in the field. The combined program is five years in
duration. M.D. program students complete the requirements
for the Master’s degree in the third year with the FIRE project
expanded to satisfy the requirements of their thesis work.

1
3
2

ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS
Required Course Work

These are minimum requirements that should be taken in
residence (not on-line) from a regionally accredited college or
university in the United States. Exceptions to the requirements are
permitted on a case by case basis; upper-level courses in the same
department may be substituted for the requirements if they show
mastery of the required content.
General Biology
General Chemistry
Organic Chemistry*
General Physics		
College English**
College Math		

2
2
2
2
2
2

Semesters
Semesters
Semesters
Semesters
Semesters
Semesters

(with
(with
(with
(with

labs)
labs)
labs)
labs)

Courses recommended but not required:

Biochemistry*, Genetics, Cell Biology, Statistics, Comparative
Anatomy, and Calculus. Course work in humanities, natural
sciences, or communications arts is also encouraged.

All majors are eligible to apply for admissions to the M.D. Program
as long as the minimum academic requirements are met. Nonscience majors are encouraged to take as many science courses as
possible.
* Biochemistry (with lab) may be substituted for the second
semester of Organic Chemistry.

** Writing Intensive courses may be substituted for English on a
case by case basis.

A P P L I C AT I O N R E Q U I R E M E N T S
Interview Selection Requirements

Each applicant must demonstrate strong academic skills, a
motivation for medicine, history of research, and compassion for
others. To be competitive for interview selection, an application
should include the following:
• Minimum undergraduate GPA 3.0

• Minimum Science (Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Math) GPA 3.0
• Minimum MCAT 500 (best single test, 2016, 2017, 2018)
• Meaningful and consistent medical clinical activities
• Consistent service to the community
• Physician shadowing

• Teamwork and leadership skills

• Basic science research (optional)

• Demonstrated high level excellence in an activity or area of
interest (i.e. sports, research, or other endeavors)

AMCAS Application

Applicants must complete an application through the online
American Medical College Application Service (AMCAS)
at aamc.org. AMCAS is the national application service
that processes applications for M.D. programs. Through
AMCAS, an applicant may apply to most M.D. programs
by completing one application and paying the appropriate
fees. AMCAS provides the school with applicant information
immediately upon completion of the AMCAS transcript
verification process.
The AMCAS application period begins in late May and
terminates on or before December 1 prior to the year in
which the applicant anticipates enrollment. The AMCAS
application deadline is the date when students must submit
the application, all fees, and associated data to AMCAS.

Supplemental Application

The admissions office will briefly review the AMCAS
application to verify that it meets or exceeds the minimum
GPA and MCAT scores, as well as citizenship requirements.
Each qualified applicant will receive an e-mail inviting him or
her to complete the supplemental application.
For an application that has been verified by AMCAS and
meets minimum GPA and citizenship requirements, but does
not yet include an MCAT score, the Admissions Committee
can, at their discretion, can send an invitation to complete
the Supplemental Application if the MCAT exam is scheduled
by December 31st that application year.

Supplemental Application Fee

Our supplemental Application Fee is $30 or AMCAS Fee
Assistance Program (FAP) Waiver Documents.

Letters of Recommendation (LOR)

Traditional Applicant—Applicants who will be entering the
M.D. program directly from a bachelor’s degree program
with less than a one-year break.
• Three individual faculty letters—two letters from basic
science faculty, and one from a non-science faculty
member, or one pre-med/pre-professional composite
committee letter
• Two character letters—these letters should be from
those who can tell us about “who” you are. Authors
may be your supervisor, friend, neighbor, someone you
have volunteered with or shadowed, someone from an
organization or club that you belong to, clergy, etc. One of
these two letters may be from an academic peer
Non-traditional Applicant—Applicants who have been away
from academics for at least one year after obtaining the
initial bachelor’s degree.
• Three individual faculty letters from the most recent degree
program, if feasible. If an applicant has been away from
academics for a few years they may substitute three
upper-level supervisor letters for the three faculty letters
• Two character letters—same as for traditional applicants

Completed File

A P P L I C AT I O N P R O C E S S
Application Deadlines

American Medical College Application Service (AMCAS)
Application Completion Deadline November 15

Supplemental Application Completion Deadline December 15

It is the responsibility of each applicant to meet established
deadlines and to monitor the status of his or her AMCAS
and UCF COM applications. The admissions office will send
an e-mail to each applicant upon completion of their file.
Applicants will not be considered for an interview until all
required information has been received and their file has
been completed.

Components of a completed application:
• Verified AMCAS Application
• Submitted COM Supplemental Application Form
• Designated LORS provided by AMCAS only
• Paid application fee or AMCAS Fee Waiver Verification
• Uploaded passport-style photo (requested, but not
required)
• Optional information provided by the applicant such as:
– Letters providing updated or amplifying information
– Recent grade sheets or unofficial transcript sent via
email are acceptable

A C C E P TA N C E S TAT U S
When the Medical Student Admissions Committee (MSAC) makes
a final decision regarding an interviewed applicant, the admissions
office will contact that applicant by telephone to inform him or her
of the committee’s decision as follows:
• Accepted—A package is mailed and emailed to accepted
applicants on the day following the MSAC decision. All offers
of acceptance are provisional and may be rescinded if the
applicant does not respond to the acceptance offer or maintain
academic standards prior to enrollment, provides inaccuracies
or misrepresentations on the application documents, has an
unacceptable report based on the AAMC Criminal Background
Check or AAMC Investigation Report, or if there is any other
reason deemed appropriate by the COM.
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INTERVIEW PROCESS
Initial Screening of Applicants

The UCF COM M.D. Program Admissions Office will begin
to communicate with applicants upon receipt of a verified
AMCAS application. Each qualified applicant will receive
an email inviting him or her to complete the supplemental
application. Completed applications that meet all
requirements will be fully reviewed and considered for an
interview.

Interview Selection

Applicants selected for an interview, in addition to being
academically talented, must demonstrate the desire to pursue
medicine. Those selected for an interview are contacted
by telephone and e-mail by the COM Admissions Office to
schedule an interview.

Interview Day

Once the applicants have selected an interview date, the
admissions office will confirm the date of the interview by
e-mail. This e-mail provides additional information that
includes an agenda and information regarding overnight
stay, local travel, parking, and other details to enhance the
applicant’s visit.

The actual interview day is a seven-hour visit and includes:

• A tour of the medical school facility
• Multiple opportunities for applicants to interact with medical
students
• A tour of one Clinical Medical Facility where M.D. students
receive clinical experience
• An overview of the curriculum, facilities, and student
support
• Two individual interviews with faculty or senior students
• A visit with the COM Dean
• A visit with the COM Student Financial Services Director
• Information regarding our commitment to a diverse class
and working environment
• The admissions committee decision process and timelines
for making offers of acceptance, placing on wait list, nonacceptance, and future communication and assistance

• Not Accepted—A notification is sent to each applicant as
necessary. Upon request, the admissions office will counsel
the applicant to help them understand how to increase their
competitiveness for a future application.
• Wait List—While on the wait list, prospective students will be
contacted by the admissions office periodically to provide an
update on their status and possible outcome. The applicant will
be informed immediately upon change of admission status.

Acceptance Package

The acceptance package will include the acceptance letter and a
combined response form. We request that the combined response
form and state residency affidavit be returned to the admissions
office within two weeks of the date of the acceptance letter. The
combined response form will include information regarding:
• Acceptance or declination of the offered seat

• Review of AMCAS-supported Criminal Background Check
requirement
• Review of technical standards and the chance to respond if an
accommodation is needed
• Review and submit the state residency classification form
• Information regarding submission of final transcripts

If the response form is not received from the applicant, the
admissions office will make every effort to contact the applicant to
determine his or her intent. Non-receipt of the response form within
a reasonable time will be grounds for cancellation of the offer of
acceptance at the discretion of the director of admissions.

Criminal Background Checks

A Criminal Background Check (CBC) is initiated via AMCAS when
an applicant is admitted to a program (beginning in January of
the year the applicant plans to enroll). As additional institutions
offer acceptance to that applicant, those schools are also provided
access to the result of the original CBC. Each M.D. program
develops its own criteria for continuing an offer of acceptance
based on information received.

M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N
State Residency

International Applicants

The COM M.D. Program Admissions Office evaluates completed
applications from residents and non-residents of the state of Florida.
Qualified applicants will be considered for an interview regardless of
their state of residency.

Only U.S. citizens or Permanent Resident Aliens with a Green Card in
their possession or Asylees as classified by INS will be considered.

Transfer Admissions
The M.D. program is currently not accepting applications for
advanced standing or transfer.
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		Standards for
Admission, Progression,
& Graduation
The COM educates physicians who are capable of entering
residency training (graduate medical education) and meet
all requirements for medical licensure. All candidates are
evaluated according to the same standards and criteria.

Delineation of technical standards is required
for the accreditation of U.S. medical schools by
the Liaison Committee on Medical Education
(LCME). The technical standards describe the
essential abilities required of
all candidates.
Reasonable accommodation in achievement of
the standards is defined under federal statutes
applied to individuals with disabilities. Such
accommodations are intended to support the
successful completion of all components of the
M.D. degree. The technical standards for the
M.D. degree are applied in concert with other
policies of the university, including academic
policies, academic standards established by
the faculty, and student conduct policies.
The technical standards include the following
principles and understandings:
• The M.D. program at the COM supports a
broad, undifferentiated degree attesting
to the acquisition of general knowledge in
all fields of medicine and the basic skills
requisite for the practice of medicine.
• The guidelines for admission as set forth by
LCME must continue to govern the decisions
of medical school faculties.
• The medical education process, which
focuses on the safety and well-being
of patients, differs markedly from
postsecondary education in fields outside the
health sciences.
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•T
 he primary responsibility for the selection of
students and the content of the curriculum
rests with the medical school and its faculty.
•A
 ll candidates in the M.D. program must
possess the physical, cognitive, and
emotional capabilities required to undertake
the full curriculum and to achieve the levels
of competence required by the faculty.
• Candidates who meet the academic
criteria and who demonstrate the ability
to meet the technical standards listed in this
document are eligible for consideration for
admission, progression, and graduation.
Admission to the COM is conditional based on
the ability to meet these technical standards,
with or without reasonable accommodation.
Candidates are asked to certify that they are
able to meet the technical standards of the
program.
Individuals with questions regarding technical
standards are encouraged
to contact the COM Associate Dean for
Students. UCF Student Accessibility Services
provides strategies to candidates with
disabilities. Case-by-case consideration
of alternate styles of achievement are applied
to candidates in advanced stages
of screening for admission and those who
are enrolled.

Standards in Five Areas Must Be Met by All Candidates:
O B S E R VAT I O N , C O M M U N I C AT I O N , M OTO R F U N C T I O N , C O G N I T I O N , A N D P R O F E S S I O N A L I S M

Observation

Candidates are reasonably expected to:

Candidates are reasonably expected to:

• measure, calculate, analyze, synthesize, extrapolate, and
reach diagnostic and therapeutic judgments

• observe demonstrations and participate in experiments in
the basic sciences
• observe patients at a distance and close at hand
• demonstrate sufficient use of the senses of vision and
hearing and the somatic sensation necessary to perform a
physical examination
• integrate findings based on these observations and to
develop an appropriate diagnostic and treatment plan

Communication
Candidates are reasonably expected to:
• communicate in verbal and written form with health care
professionals and patients, including eliciting a complete
medical history and recording information regarding
patients’ conditions
• perceive relevant non-verbal communications such as
changes in mood, activity, and posture as part of a physical
examination of a patient
• establish therapeutic relationships with patients
• demonstrate reading skills at a level sufficient to
individually accomplish curricular requirements and
provide clinical care for patients using written information
Accommodation through use of a trained intermediary or
other communications aide may be appropriate when this
intermediary functions as an information conduit.

Motor Function
Candidates’ motor and sensory functions must be
sufficient to diagnose and deliver effective patient care
by consistently, quickly, and accurately integrating all data
gathered through whatever sense(s) employed.
Candidates are reasonably expected to:
• perform physical examinations and diagnostic
procedures, using such techniques as palpation,
auscultation, and percussion
• complete routine invasive procedures as part of training,
using universal precautions without substantial risk of
infection to patients
• perform basic laboratory tests and evaluate routine
diagnostic tools such as EKGs and X-rays
• respond in emergency situations to provide the level of
care reasonably required of physicians
• participate effectively in physically taxing duties over
long hours and complete timed demonstrations of skills

Cognition
Candidates must have sufficient cognitive abilities and
effective learning techniques to assimilate the detailed and
complex information presented in the medical curriculum.

• recognize and draw conclusions about three-dimensional
spatial relationships and logical sequential relationships
among events
• formulate and test hypotheses that enable effective
and timely problem-solving in diagnosis and treatment of
patients in a variety of clinical modalities
• understand the legal and ethical aspects of the practice
of medicine
• remain fully alert and attentive at all times in clinical
settings
Problem-solving, the critical skill demanded of physicians,
requires all of these intellectual abilities.

Professionalism
Candidates are expected to demonstrate behavior and
social attributes that enable the effective practice of
medicine.
Candidates are reasonably expected to:
• demonstrate the judgment and emotional stability
required for full use of their intellectual abilities
• possess the perseverance, diligence, and consistency to
complete the medical college curriculum and prepare to
enter the independent practice of medicine
• exercise good judgment in the diagnosis and treatment
of patients
• complete all responsibilities attendant to the diagnosis
and care of patients within established timelines
• function within both the law and ethical standards of the
medical profession
• work effectively and professionally as part of the health
care team
• relate to patients, their families, and health care personnel
in a sensitive and professional manner
• participate effectively in physically taxing duties over
long work hours, function effectively under stress, and
display flexibility and adaptability to changing and
uncertain environments
• maintain regular, reliable, and punctual attendance for
classes and clinical responsibilities
• contribute to collaborative, constructive learning
environments, accept constructive feedback from others,
and respond with appropriate modification
Compassion, integrity, interpersonal skills, interest, and
motivation are all personal qualities that are assessed
during the admission and educational processes.
All candidates are responsible for meeting acceptable
standards for behavior and intellectual functioning.

* REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS WILL BE EVALUATED ON A CASE BY CASE BASIS.

Early Decision Program
The Early Decision Program (EDP) is for highly motivated, capable, and passionate applicants who have demonstrated excellence in
academics. Applicants should only be applying to this institution with full intentions of attending if accepted. EDP is only available to
undergraduates who have achieved a cumulative overall and science GPA of 3.8 or better and at least a 32 old MCAT or a 512 new MCAT
(Est.) or better on the MCAT with no score below an eight in any single category.

EDP Timeline
•

AMCAS verified by August 1

•

All supplemental materials to the COM Admissions Office by August 15

•

Interviews to be conducted in the month of September

•

Notifications of outcome by October 1

Applicants not accepted under EDP will be given consideration for admissions during the regular admissions cycle and will also be eligible to
apply to any other medical school desired.
For detailed information about EDP and all application requirements, please visit the admissions website.

Financial Services

The COM Office of Student Financial Services assists M.D.
students in obtaining resources to fund their educational
expenses while attending the medical school. The office
provides financial aid process and program counseling, as
well as budgeting and money management counseling.
Financial aid programs consist of institutional scholarships,
institutional need-based grants, Stafford loans, outside/
private scholarships, and GradPLUS loans.
To apply for financial aid, please complete the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) at fafsa.
ed.gov as soon after October 1 as possible.
The Title IV code for UCFCOM is 003954.
For more detailed information regarding financial
aid and counseling, please call 407.266.1381, you may also
e-mail medfinaid@ucf.edu.

ESTIMATED COST OF ATTENDANCE FOR 2018-2019
TRADITIONAL STUDENT

FL RESIDENT

NON-FL

Tuition & Fees

$29,680

$56,554

Books & Supplies

$1,363

$1,363

Room & Board

$15,050

$15,050

Disability Insurance

$55

$55

Health Insurance

$2,195

$2,195

Personal Expenses

$4,406

$4,406

Transportation

$2,752

$2,752

TOTAL:

$55,501

$82,375

* EXPECT TUITION TO INCREASE BY APPROXIMATELY 3% EACH YEAR.

Contact Admissions
Admissions Office Contact Information

M.D. Program Admissions Office Staff

E-mail:

mdadmissions@ucf.edu

Director:			

REL Larkin

Website:

med.ucf.edu/admissions

Assistant Director:

Laurel Poole

Telephone:

407.266.1350

Coordinator:			

Annette Ortiz-Rivera

Fax:

407.266.1399

Coordinator: 			

Cedric Brown

Postal:	UCF College of Medicine
Office of Admissions
6850 Lake Nona Boulevard, Suite 115
Orlando, FL, 32827
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Prescription for Success
F RE S HMA N Y E A R

JUNI O R YEA R

Join and actively participate in a student pre-med
organization while in college

 ontinue to participate in research and volunteer
C
opportunities

 valuate speed reading/comprehension and
E
test-taking skills

 ontinue visits with your academic advisor and preC
med health advising office

 stablish good study habits and begin to establish
E
a strong GPA

Prepare for MCAT (spring/summer semester)

 enerate a four-year academic program with your
G
academic advisor—pay attention to scheduling courses
needed for entry to medical school
 isit your school’s pre-med health advising office to
V
learn about applying to medical programs
If available at your school, enroll in a course that
provides you with information regarding application
to medical school
 tart to build a consistent history of research, medical
S
clinical-related volunteerism, community service
volunteerism, and activities that you believe in and
that satisfy your interests—continue to participate
throughout your undergraduate college years
 et to know the faculty who are teaching you—
G
let them know that you may request a letter of
recommendation for medical school from them in the
future
 ake productive use of your winter, spring,
M
and summer breaks

S O PHO MOR E Y E A R
 ontinue volunteer work, research, and clinical
C
shadowing opportunities

 omplete required course work for MCAT
C
(spring/summer semester)
Sign up for a mock interview session if available
 ork with Pre-Health Advising Office to construct
W
your Faculty/Committee letter of recommendation
package for medical school applications (spring
semester)
 omplete medical school requirements review and
C
organize hierarchy list of schools for application;
attend an annual medical school forum if not done
previously (spring semester)
 egister for MCAT; take initial MCAT no later than
R
August of the summer between your junior/senior year
 ry to find a clinical shadowing/internship experience
T
if you have not done it yet
 tart AMCAS application (summer between
S
junior/senior year)
Explore medical school scholarship resources
 se late summer to address supplementary
U
applications, possible MCAT retake, continue
volunteerism

SENI O R YEA R
Complete supplemental applications (fall semester)

Investigate alternative career options

Review and apply for scholarships to finance
medical school

 ontinue to visit with your academic advisor and
C
pre-med health advising office

Continue to excel in research and extra-curricular
involvement

 tart planning to cover health professional school
S
application costs

Prepare to travel to interviews (September–March
of senior year)

 egin to research medical school requirements; attend
B
an annual medical school forum in your area
Begin to consider MCAT preparation methods

Keep the pre-med health advising office informed
of the progress of your application to each medical
program (interview/accept/wait list/not accepted)

 se the summer for volunteering, shadowing, research,
U
work, classes, study abroad, and summer programs;
consider visiting medical schools of high interest

Provide significant updates and fall semester
transcripts to medical schools of interest where an
interview has not yet been offered

Begin putting funds aside for interview expenses

Prepare for reapplication process if necessary
(spring semester)

/ourmedicalschool
/ourmedschool
/ourmedschool
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/photos/ourmedschool
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KNIGHTS Clinic
Thanks to a partnership with Orlando’s Grace Medical Home,
the student-run free KNIGHTS (Keeping Neighbors In Good
Health Through Service) Clinic helps Orlando’s uninsured
receive ongoing care. Students run all facets of the clinic:
They staff the front desk, make appointments, draw blood,
conduct patient education and care for patients – all under
the supervision of UCF faculty and volunteer physicians.
KNIGHTS has received national attention for providing
integrated primary care and specialty services and for
partnering with an established free clinic to expand care to
the underserved. KNIGHTS is an example of the power of
interdisciplinary patient care and medical education. UCF
medical and social work students partner with University
of Florida pharmacy students to provide integrated care
to those in need. They hold bimonthly clinics at night in a
medical home environment. They hold bimonthly clinics at
night in a medical home environment that provides ongoing,
coordinated care to those who cannot afford insurance
and are not eligible for other government health programs.
KNIGHTS is funded by the Diebel Legacy Fund at Central
Florida Foundation.

Join the 21st Century Medical School

